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Abst ract - -For  the approximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained from a block Lanczos iter- 
ation, characterizations are given in terms of vectors of polynomials. 
It is proven that after r steps of block Lanczos with selfadjoint i eration matrix S, the application 
p(S)f of a matrix polynomial and the linear functional (v, q(S)f) can be evaluated exactly, if p and q 
are polynomials of degree r - 1 and 2r - 1, respectively. For that, the Lanczos tarting block should 
contain the vectors f and v. 
Based on this property a priori error bounds for the evaluation of g(S)f and (v,g(S)f) for more 
general functions g axe derived. The error bounds are applied to the case of calculating the dynamic 
response in forced vibration problems. A numerical example is given. 
Keywords - -B lock  Lanczos method, Ritz vectors, Matrix functions, Forced vibrations, Error 
bounds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lanczos a lgor i thm [1] is a common tool for comput ing approx imate igendecomposit ions,  
e.g., in engineering appl icat ions. For large structura l  systems, the block var iant of the method 
(see [2,3] or the references therein) is often preferred, because of the large cost associated with 
each recall of the i terat ion matr ix  S from secondary memory. For the single vector Lanczos 
i terat ion,  character izat ions of the generated approx imate igenvalues and eigenvectors have been 
given in [4]. These so called Ritz values and Ritz vectors can be expressed with the help of 
po lynomials  generated recursively during the iteration. In this article, it is shown that  for the 
block Lanczos method,  Ritz vectors can be represented with the help of vectors of polynomials.  
The Ritz values are given by the zeros of the determinant  of a matr ix  of polynomials.  In this 
article, the matr ix  S will always assumed to be selfadjoint. 
All vectors generated ur ing the single vector Lanczos recursion are given by a polynomial  
in the i terat ion matr ix  S appl ied to the start ing vector. Here, a converse result will be proven 
for the block Lanczos iteration. After r i terat ion steps, p(S) f  can be evaluated exact ly  if p is a 
polynomial  of degree r - 1 and f is contained in the start ing block of the iteration. The matr ix  
po lynomial  p(S)  is appl ied to f using mode superposit ion.  
Frequent ly  eigendecomposit ions are computed in order to decouple a system of l inear ord inary  
differential equations with constant coefficients. One important  example are the equations of 
mot ion for a modal ly  damped l inear system in structura l  dynamics.  There, the dynamic  response 
to a t ime-harmonic  input f is determined by mode superposit ion [5], i.e., by evaluat ing a matr ix  
function g(S)f .  The part icular  function g is given by g(x) = 1/(c~ + ~x) with complex ~ and ~. 
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With the help of the exact evaluation property for polynomials, a priori bounds will be derived, 
which estimate the error when computing (S ) f  using Ritz values and vectors instead of the 
exact eigenvalues and -vectors. The bounds are valid for a large class of functions g and generalize 
results from [6]. In a complementary paper [7], a posteriori error bounds for the evaluation of 
matrix functions with the output of a block Lanczos iteration are given. 
The approximation of matrix functions with the help of the Lanczos or related algorithms has, 
e.g., been examined in [6,8,9]. In [9], an expansion for the error vector when approximating 
exp(S) f  is derived and a priori and a posteriori norm estimates are found by truncating this 
expansion. There, S need not be selfadjoint. All these articles refer to iterations with blocksize 
one. 
In structural dynamics, an important application is the determination of the response at par- 
ticular degrees of freedom. That is, linear functionals (v, g (S ) f )  where v is a vector and (., .> is 
a scalar product have to be evaluated. It turns out that if f and v are both contained in the 
starting block, (v, q (S) f )  can be found exactly for polynomials q of degree at most 2r - 1. As 
above, an a priori error bound for (v, g(S) f )  with nonpolynomial g is derived from this property. 
In the last part of the article, the a priori bounds are applied to the function g(x) = 1/(~ +/3x) 
and a numerical example from structural dynamics is given. 
2. OVERVIEW OF BLOCK LANCZOS METHOD 
To introduce some notation, the basic equations for the block Lanczos method will be given. 
For a more detailed escription of this algorithm, see, e.g., [3] or the references therein. The scalar 
product used below may be of generalized form (a, b) := a*Mb where M is a Hermitian positive 
definite matrix and * denotes the complex conjugate transpose. The symbol (., .) will also be 
used if a and b have more than one column. In this case, (a, b) is a matrix. The norm induced 
will be called Ilall 2 := (a, a) to distinguish it from the Euclidean norm Ilbll. Orthonormality and 
selfadjointness always refer to this generalized scalar product if vectors or systems of dimension 
are involved. 
Assume that E1 is the n x b orthonormal starting block for the Lanczos algorithm with selfad- 
joint n × n iteration matrix S. The integer b is called the blocksize. By a combination of iteration 
and orthogonalization, the Lanczos method generates blocks of vectors E l , . . . ,  Er. These are used 
as input vectors for the Ritz method. The Lanczos algorithm enforces the following recursion 
among successive blocks: 
Er+lBr+l  = SEt  - ErAr  - Er-IBTr . 
Here, r denotes the total number of Lanczos steps so far and E -- (El, E2 , . . . ,  Er) is the matrix 
of the first m -- b • r Lanczos vectors. Typical values of n, m and b in current engineering 
applications are n -- 40000, m -- 200, b -- 10. The columns of E are mutually orthonormal 
and span the block Krylov space g = span (E). The b x b block coefficients A~ and B~ can be 
assembled to form the symmetric block tridiagonal matrix 
T = (E, SE) .  
The Ai are the diagonal blocks, B~ and Bi are on the sub- and superdiagonal, respectively. 
An eigendecomposition TQ = Q~, of T with/~ = diag(~i, i = 1,. . .  ,m) produces Ritz values ~i 
which approximate the exact eigenvalues A j, j = 1, . . . ,  n of S. The Ritz vectors f f  -- EQ are 
approximations of the exact eigenvectors X. They also span £. 
3. REPRESENTATION OF  R ITZ  VALUES 
AND VECTORS BY  POLYNOMIALS  
In this section, characterizations forthe Ritz values and vectors from a block Lanczos iteration 
will be given using the fact that each vector in g can be computed by applying a polynomial in 
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the selfadjoint matrix S to the starting block. This is fundamental for the a priori bounds given 
in Section 6. 
The following discussion is a generalization of statements (12-3-4) and (12-3-7) from [4] to the 
block Lanczos method. The n × b starting block will be called V (not necessarily orthonormal) 
and T '~'b is defined to be the space of polynomial b-vectors of maximal degree r - 1 
~,~,b := ~r(() ~ • = ~C~.C,~R b . 
i=0 
It is important o note that applying ~r(S) to V means applying powers of S from the left-hand 
side and coefficients Ci from the right. That is, 7r(S)V = ~-1 }- =0 S~VCi • The block Krylov space 
K:~'D(V) shall be defined by 
~',b(v) := {~(s)v :~ ~ ~',b}. 
This space is at most r .  b-dimensional since it is spanned by {V, SV, S2V, . . . ,  ST-1V}. The first 
lemma states that the Ritz vector coefficients of a polynomial in S applied to the starting block 
can be evaluated exactly without the need to reference S. Note that the degree of the polynomial 
may be r which is one more than the polynomials generating the Krylov space have. 
LEMMA 1. Let (Ak,Xk), k = 1 , . . . ,m be the Ritz approximations o rs  from ~'b(v ) .  IF T E 
7 )r-kl'b then 
PROOF. Let z(~) = ~--][=0 ~iCi" Then 
/=0 "= 
Now (Sif(k - ~) (k ,  V) = 0 for 0 < i < r which will be shown below. Therefore, 
i=O 
using selfadjointness of S. This completes the proof. (Si)(k - ~) (k ,  V) = 0 is trivial for i = 0. 
For l< i<r ,  wehave 
\¢ =0 / 
which is zero since (S - Ak)Xk is orthogonal to the Krylov space tc~'b(v) and the right-hand side 
is contained in it. | 
A first corollary shows the consequences for ordinary polynomials in S applied to some vector 
in the starting block. It is an immediate consequence of the lemma, as is the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (Ak,Xk), k = 1, . . .  ,m be the Ritz approximations of S from K:r'b(v). / re  
is a polynomial of degree r and the vector f is a linear combination of the columns of V, then 
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COROLLARY 3. Let (Ak,)(k), k = 1,. . . ,  ra be the Ritz approximations of S from /C~'b(v). f f  
T E ~r+l,b, then 
By examining the polynomial #(S) which generates Lanczos block E~+I, it becomes possi- 
ble to characterize Ritz values and vectors by polynomials in S. From the Lanczos recursion 
Ej+IBi+I = SE~ - E~Ar - Er_ IB~ and the assumption that the starting block V is orthonor- 
malized to form EIB1 = V, we can see that 
Er+lBr+l" .  B2B1 = #(S)V. (3) 
Here, # is a b x b-matrix of polynomials 
#(S)V = ~ SiVDi. 
i=O 
The Di are b x b-matrices. Each "column" of # is in ~Dr-{-1,b and # is monic, that is, the highest 
order coefficient Dr is the identity matrix. Since #(S)V is orthogonal to all Ritz vectors )(k, 
k -- 1, . . . ,  m, Corollary 3 yields 
A characterization f the Ritz vector )(k can now be given generalizing (12-3-7) in [4]. Assume 
that the dimension of the Krylov space /cr, b(v) is m, that is, for all k --- 1, . . . ,m, the Ritz 
vector )(k is generated by some polynomial ~rk E ~ Dr'b applied to V. Following Corollary 3, we 
have 
<f( j ,V ) l rk (A j )  =0, ( j •k ; j= l , . . . ,m) .  (5) 2k =~k(S) V, with  
Because (Xj, V)r j (A j )= ()(j,.~j> = 1, the vector (Xj,V / cannot be the zero vector. The result 
is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let the dimension of the Krylov space ~r'b(v) be m. Then the Ritz vector f(k is 
generated by a b-vector 7rk of polynomials of degree r - 1 in S applied to the starting block. For 
all j ~ k, the vector rk(Aj) is orthogonal to the vector of Xj-coefl~cients of the starting block. 
Since # is monic, the leading coefficient of det(#(~)) is one. Using (4) and the fact that 
()(j, V> # 0, we know that #(~) is singular for each Ak. Finally, det(#(~)) is a polynomial of 
degree r • b, so all together 
m 
det (/~(~))= H (~- ik )  (6) 
k=l  
if the dimension of/cr'b(v) is m. A characterization f the Ritz values is therefore given by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let the dimension of the Krylov space ]Cr,b(v) be m. Then the Ritz values are the 
zeros of the determinant of #(~). 
4. MODE SUPERPOSIT ION AND MATRIX  FUNCTIONS 
Mode superposition consists in amplifying each eigenvector component of some input vector f
by a function g of the respective igenvalue. The result u is the sum of these multiples of 
eigenvectors. 
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A function g(S)f of a selfadjoint matrix S applied to some vector f can be defined by the 
formula (see e.g., [3, Chapter 11.1.2]), 
n 
g(s),f := f ) ,  (7) 
j= l  
which just expresses in symbols the process of mode superposition. One example is the determi- 
nation of the dynamic response of a structural system. This will be shown in Section 7. Note 
that the work required to evaluate g(S)f for given f is generally much smaller than that needed 
to find g(S). 
With the help of a Lanczos iteration, g(S)f can be approximated by substituting Ritz values 
and vectors into formula (7) 
j= l  
The symbol ~ :-- g(S)f will be used for the approximate response. Using the definition S := 
2£(2, .), it is straightforward to show that ~ = g(S)f if ,f is contained in span (2) .  One subject 
of this article is the estimation of quantities containing the error vector u - ~. 
Scalar products (% g(S)f) can be evaluated using the formula 
{v, g(S),f} = f i  (v, Xj} g (Aj) (Xj, f}. (9) 
j= l  
The vector v represents a linear functional. Examples from structural dynamics are the deter- 
mination of displacements or stresses at specific points. If {v, 9(S)`f) has to be found for many 
different functions g (e.g., different frequencies of excitation), the expensive (n-dimensionM) scalar 
products (v,)() and {2, f} in the approximation 
m 
(v,g--(-S)f) = E (v , f~ j )g (~ j )  (X j , f )  (10) 
j= l  
have to be found only once. The rest of the calculation can be done on the m-dimensional level. 
In the following, the term `functional itself will be used for v. 
5. THE EVALUATION OF  POLYNOMIAL  MATRIX  FUNCTIONS 
The fact that the block Krylov space g = span (V, SV, SeV,.. . ,  S"-IV) contains all powers 
of S applied to V up to the degree r - 1 has an important consequence. If p is a polynomial of 
degree r - 1, then mode superposition with all Ritz vectors from 8 will find the response xactly, 
p(S)f = p(S),f. Of course, it is assumed that ,f E span (V). This will be shown in the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let V be an n x b-starting block of linearly independent vectors. Let X be an 
orthonormal basis of g = span (V, SV, S2V,..., S~-tV),  and p a possibly complex valued poly- 
nomial of degree _< r - 1. Then we have 
for all f E span (V). Here, ?t = (X, S~2) is the projection of the selfadjoint matrix S onto )(. 
PaOOF. It is obvious that p(S),f E 1Cr'b(v). Therefore, we can expand p(S),f in Ritz components 
and apply Corollary 2 
77% 771 
k=l  k=l  
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On the other hand, each response vector ~ which is obtained by (8) is contained in £ and can 
therefore be written as (z = p( S) V where p E ~Dr,b. 
Now, by approximating g(A) by a polynomial of degree r - 1, a prio~'i bounds can be given for 
the calculation of matrix functions. This will be done in Section 6. 
Similar to proving that Gauss integration is exact with "double degree," it can be shown that 
(v, p(S)f I can be evaluated exactly, if p is a polynomial of degree 2r - 1. For that, v also has to 
be contained in the Lanczos starting block V. The proof is complicated by the fact that a block 
algorithm is used (and should be used in order to include both v and f in V). 
THEOREM 7. Let V be an n x b-starting block of linearly independent vectors. Let f( be an 
orthonormal basis of £ = span (V, SV, S2V,.. . ,  St- iV) ,  and p a possibly complex valued poly- 
nomial of degree <_ 2r - 1. Then we have 
(v,p:S)f) = (v , f ( )p  (A) ( f ( , f  ) (11) 
for all v, f E span (V). Here, A = ( f(, S X) is the projection of the selfadjoint matrix S onto f(. 
PaOOF. Since f E span (V), there is a b-vector h, such that f = Vh. Therefore, 
p(S)f = ~r(S)V, with 71" E •2r,b, 
where each component of the polynomial vector z~ is the product of p(S) and a component of h. 
Assume that 2r steps of the Lanczos iteration have produced the blocks El , . . . ,  E2r. Here it 
will be assumed that if the right-hand side of the Lanczos recursion (2) for step k yields a block 
of linearly dependent columns, then Ek+l will contain zero vectors. That means that no new 
information is introduced, the linear span of the blocks E l , . . . ,  E2r is equal to the Krylov space 
]C2r'b(v) in all cases. In particular, even if Br+l is singular, it is possible to obtain an expression 
+ for Er+l by multiplying (2) with some matrix B~+ 1 from the right. In this setting, p(S)f can be 
split into a sum 
2r 
p(S)f -- E Eycj + T(S)V, with T e pr,b. 
j=r+l  
The second part, T(S)V, is contained in £ = span (E l , . . . ,  Er). Using the Lanczos recursion (2), 
the first part can be rewritten as 
2r 
E Ejcj = ~(S)Er+I - 7- + ErBr+lBr 2Cr+2, with (~ E pr ,  b. 
j---r+l 
Combining the Er-summand and r (S)V into one polynomial ¢ E 7 ~r'b, we obtain 
p(S)f = r(S)V = ~o(S)E~+I + ¢(S)V. (12) 
Now the functional is applied to p(S)f from the left. The first part evaluates to zero since 
ordinary polynomials in S are selfadjoint, 
b b 
(v, ~(S)Zr+l} = E(v ,  cpj(S)Er+l,/} = E(~Pi(S)v, Z,.+l,i) = O, 
j=l j=l 
and ~pj(S)v E g for all j .  The index j in ~j and Er+l,j denotes the jth component and jth 
column, respectively. Application of v to (12) therefore yields 
m 
(v,p(S)f} = E (v, f (k)  (ffk, V )¢  (Ak) (13) 
k=l 
if Lemma 1 is used. 
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The rest of the proof shows that the right-hand sides in (11) and (13) are equal. For each 
1 <k<m,  wehave 
<v,2,>p (A,)<2k,f> = <v,2,> ()~,, V}= (A,) (14) 
as at the beginning of the proof. If Er+l in (12) is replaced by the appropriate expression from (3), 
7r(Ak) can be written as 
7((~k) -~ ~0 (~k) (" (~k) B+I "'" Br++l) -[- ~ (~k). 
The extra brackets around # and the product of B+'s indicates that, as explained above, the 
vectorial parts of ~ are applied on the right-hand side of the expression. Substituting this formula 
for 7r(Ak) into (14) and using (4), only the C-part of zr(Ak) remains. Hence, 
k=l  k=l  
which gives the result together with (13). | 
A relation to Gauss integration can be specified in the following way. We try to evaluate the 
scalar product of two functions which is defined by 
n 
(x, y) := <x(S)v,y(S)f) -- ~-~.(v, Xk}~2(Ak)y(Ak)<Xk, f). 
k=l 
(15) 
This is done by approximating it with the weighted sum 
m 
k=l 
Ak are the "Gauss nodes" and (v, Xk)(Xk, f) the corresponding "weights" which might be 
complex. The aim is to find (1, g). According to Theorem 7 the quantity (1,p) can be calculated 
exactly by (16) if p is a polynomial of degree _< 2r - 1. 
6. A PR IORI  ERROR BOUNDS FOR POLYNOMIAL  SERIES  
If f is contained in the starting block of a Lanczos iteration with, then Theorem 6 shows that 
polynomial functions p of degree r -1  in S applied to f are given exactly by ~ = p(5') f.  This makes 
it possible to find a priori bounds for the approximation of g(S)f in case of nonpolynomial g:
look for a polynomial p "near" g and measure their distance g - p. This is made more precise in 
the theorem below. In Section 7, the theorem is applied to forced vibrations. Useful results can 
be obtained from it when a part of the spectrum is assumed to be known exactly. This is shown 
in an example in Section 7.1. 
The following theorem is a generalization of a result given by Druskin and Knizhnerman in [61. 
There it is applied to the functions exp(-tS)f ,  exp(-tS°'5)f and cos(tS°'5)f arising in partial 
differential equations. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that the spectrum of the sel[adjoint matrix S is contained in [a,/3] and 
the Chebyshev series on [a,/3] 
OO 
g(x) = EgkT[a'~](x), x • [c~, f~] 
j=o 
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is absolutely convergent. Here, gk is the k th Chebyshev coefficient of g and T[a'Z](x) :---- 
Tk (2 ( x -- a ) / (/3 -- a ) ) -- 1 is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree k on [a, fl]. I f  f is contained in 
the column space span (V) of the starting block of a block Lanczos iteration with r steps then 
oo 
u - a gk ~,z] (S) - ~k 
k=r  
and the norm of the error can be estimated as 
oo 
I1~ - ~l l .  ~ 2 ~~' Igkl Ilfl l~. (]7) 
k=r  
Concerning the evaluation of a linear functional (v, g( S) f )  of the matr ix function, the correspond- 
ing results are 
_ ,-r,[C~,.6l ,~, f 
k=2r  
and 
I<v,u) - <v,'n)l ~ 211vii. IlfllM ~ Igkl. (18) 
k=2r  
In both cases, it is assumed that v ~ span (V). 
PROOF. Since the spectrum of S is contained in [a,/3] and T[ a,p] (x) < 1 for all x in this interval, 
we know that IIT[a,fl](S)lIM _ 1. Therefore, using absolute convergence of the expansion for g, 
the series 
oo 
g(S) = ~-~gkT[k~'~](S) 
j=O 
is norm convergent. Applying Cauchy's interlace theorem [4, p. 186], we know that the spectrum 
of S must also be contained in [a,/~], and hence, the series for g(S) is norm convergent, oo. The 
first r summands of the difference 
oo 
k=0 




and the norm of T~ ~'~I(s)  - T~ '~I(N) is bounded by 2. Using Theorem 7 in the Chebyshev 
expansion of (v, u - ~), one obtains the last two results of Theorem 8 in a similar fashion, l 
7. APPL ICAT ION TO FORCED V IBRAT IONS 
Calculating forced vibrations leads to evaluating functions of a matrix S applied to the load 
vector in the following way. Suppose that the dynamic behaviour of a structural system is 
described by the linear second-order differential equation 
M~2(t) + Ciz(t) + Ku( t )  = Fe i~t, (19)  
where M, C and K are symmetric mass, damping and stiffness matrix, respectively. The vector F 
represents the time independent spatial distribution of the load and w is its circular frequency. 
The solution u(t) = ue ~t  is the time dependent vector of nodal displacements and t represents 
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time. A dot above a symbol denotes differentiation with respect o t. The damping matrix C 
shall be diagonalizable simultaneously with M and K. That  is, modal damping will be applied. 
Formally, C is a function of M and K,  C = Mc(M-1K) .  Rayleigh's damping is obtained by 
setting c(x) = at + a2x with constants at and a2. C is never formed explicitly but is rather 
applied for each mode. 
Equation (19) can be solved by obtaining a complete generalized eigendecomposition KXj  = 
# jMXj ,  j = 1 , . . . ,  n, of the matrix pencil (K, M). One may assume that the eigenvectors Xj  
form a complete orthonormal set. The scalar product used is {a,b) := a*Mb. In eigenvector 
coordinates, (19) decouples and the solution u(t) can be given explicitly (see, e.g., [10]) 
n 
~=~ ~ + i~e(~j) - ~ 2xTFe~% (20) 
or when applying an arbitrary shift (7 in the Lanczos iteration, 
n 
j= l  
lZj - -  (7  
Xj  #j + iwc(#j) - w 2 <Xj, (K  - (TM)- IF> e ~t.  (21) 
When solving the generalized eigenproblem, the Lanczos method is usually applied in "shift and 
invert mode" [11,12], that is, S := (K  - (7M) - IM  is chosen as iteration matrix. Then S is 
selfadjoint with respect o (., .) and convergence to eigenpairs is best for tt ~ (7. The eigenvalues 
of the transformed system S are Aj = 1/(pj  - a) and the eigenvectors Xj remain the same. 
Therefore, the solution of (19) can be written as 
u(t ) = gI~,.,( S)(  K - (T M) - I  Fe  ~wt, 
1 
with gK,,~(.k) := 1 + )~((7 -- w 2 + iwe(1/A + (7))" (22) 
For (7 = 0, this function gK,~ is called "dynamic amplification factor." Alternatively, 
u(t) -1 i~t = gM,~(S)M Fe , w i th  gM,~(Jk) :=  AgK,~()~), (23) 
which has the disadvantage that M -1 has to be applied to generate the starting vector M-1F .  
The input vector f will be defined either by f = (K  - aM) - IF  or by f = M-1F  whichever 
method as given above is applied. The index w will be dropped in the following. 
The functions g given by (22) and (23) exhibit a sharp peak for A ~ 1/(w 2 - (7) if the shift 
a is not near to the square w 2 of the circular frequency of excitation. One implication of the 
sharp peak is that eigenpairs near the frequency of excitation are much more important han 
other eigenpairs. Therefore, good approximations of the response can be obtained with relatively 
few eigenvectors corresponding to values around w 2. Of course, spectral transformation is a very 
useful tool in this context. Another implication is that it is difficult to approximate g by a 
polynomial. 
Now Theorem 8 will be applied to the functions gK and gM defined in (22) and (23). Rayleigh's 
damping, c(#) := al + a2#, will be assumed. We seek a Chebyshev expansion for gM and gK on 
the interval [a,/3] containing the spectrum of S = (K  - (7M) - IM .  Since for the given vibration 
problem, all eigenvalues of (K, M) are nonnegative, we can set 
or  
1 1 
c~ - - - ,  ~ - - - ,  for cr < O, (24) 
~n - -  ~ ~1 - -  
1 1 
a = - - ,  ~ - , for a > O. (25) 
~a+ - -0"  ~t a_  - - (7  
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Here, #1 and #n are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of (K, M), respectively. If the values 
are not available, one can set 0 for #1 and c~ instead of ]zn. For a > 0, the symbols #~_ and 
#~+ denote the eigenvalues of (K, M) lying nearest o ~ to the left and to the right. 
The generating function for the Chebyshev polynomials on [-1, 1] is [13, p. 36] 
1 -- Z 2 oo 
I _2xz+z2+I=2~-~z JT j (x ) ,  Izl < 1. 
5=0 
This formula is valid for any complex z with Iz[ < 1. For the transformed Chebyshev polynomials 
T~[a'~](y) on [c~, ~], we therefore have 
1 
((1 + z2)(Z - ~) /az )  + ((~ + ~) /2)  - y = (1  - z~)(~- ~) 2 z~T~'~](y) - 1 . 
The function gK can be written as gK(A) = l id  1 / ( (c /d )  - A) if we set c := 1 + iwa2 and 
d := w 2 - a - iw(a l  + a2a). Therefore, by defining 
go ,m 
we obtain the expansion 
c 
2-~ - ~ - ~ V/-~o ~3-~ ' z := zo + -1 ,  
-~ (1 - ~2)(/~ _ ~) z JT~'~l ( ; ' )  gg(A)  (26) 
The sign in the definition of z should be chosen such that Izl is minimal, since this improves 
the error bound. Using inequality (17) and summing up the geometric series in z, we obtain the 
inequality 
f M Id--[1 16[z[ r+l 1/ 
For the bound for t(v, (9K  (S ) - -gg  (S)) f) [, the right-hand side has to be multiplied with 2[z[r [[v[[ M" 
In Figure 1, the approximation ofgK  by the first 20 terms in expansion (26) is shown. Rayleigh's 
damping was chosen with 0% critical damping ratio at 0 Hz and 3% at 10Hz. The parameter 
w corresponds to a fixed frequency of excitation of w/(27c) = 9.05 Hz which is already very near 
to the shift a at 9 Hz. Even for this special situation where the peak is relatively "flat," the 
approximation of gK over the whole spectrum does not yield satisfactory results. For frequencies 
of excitation further away from a, the approximating polynomial does not seem to notice the 
peak in g. 
The boundaries a and ~ of the interval in which polynomial approximation has to be performed 
is determined by the distance from a to next exact eigenvalues #. Therefore, the results can be 
improved if one can assume that a part of the spectrum lying near to the shift is known exactly. 
Equation (26) can also be used to find an expansion for gM. Since gM is related to gg by 
gM(A) = A' gK(A), the multiplication rule for Chebyshev polynomials 2TiTj  = T]~_jl + T~+j can 
be applied. This rule is also valid for polynomials on [a, ~]. We have 
A=Z+a Z~a ~,~l -W-  + ~T I  (~), 
and therefore, 
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F igure  1. Approx imat ion  of  gK for f ixed w by  a po lynomia ls  of  degree  19 and  39. 
The resulting Chebyshev expansion of gM is 
gM( ) - v + z + [z + 2 z. + z j÷l] TJ ' l(x) 
j~ l  
with q := (fl + c~)/(? - c~), and hence, the approximation error can be bounded by 
4 IzF (1 + 2nlzl + izl 2) 
Again this inequality has been found by summing up the geometric series in z. The bound for 
I(v, (gM(S) -- gM(S) ) f ) l  is obtained by multiplying the right-hand side with 21z t" IIvlt ~. 
The numerical results obtained by approximating gM over the whole spectrum of S are similar 
to those for gK. 
7.1. Approx imat ion  on a Par t  of the  Spect rum 
Polynomial approximation of g can be improved if the function is restricted to a part of the 
spectrum. This can be useful if it is expected that some eigenpairs will be determined with high 
accuracy, e.g., the pairs near the shift a in a Lanczos iteration with spectral transformation. 
Then the interval [a,/~] becomes maller as can be seen from (25). 
Assume that the convex hull of the spectrum of S can be split into an interval I where Ritz 
pairs have been found as usual and its complement J where all Ritz pairs are exact eigenpairs. 
In this extreme case, we can decompose f = f1 + f J  into orthogonal components f1 (contained 
in the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalues in I) and f j  (contained in its orthogonal 
complement). Since 
and (g(S) - g(S))fj is zero, we can restrict the approxilhation of g in Theorem 8 to I. Under 
the given circumstances, one can say that 
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approximation of g(S)f will be best if the function g(x) can be fit well by a polynomial on 
an interval containing the Ritz values which have not been found with a good accuracy. 
Since the Lanczos algorithm converges fastest o the eigenvalues of S with largest absolute mag- 
nitude, good approximation of g(S) f  can be expected when g is expandable into a rapidly con- 
vergent power series around zero. 
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Figure 2. Approximation errors when a part of the spectrum is known exactly. 
Referring to the numerical example given above, let the eigenpairs of S between 5 and 15 Hz 
be known exactly. Then Figure 2 shows the approximation errors as estimated by (29), (27), (28) 
and the respective bounds for the evaluation of functionals. In an engineering application, the 
norm Ilfill M of the response and the response at a specific point (v, fi) was computed after 20 
Lanczos steps. In order to show relative errors, the computed a priori bounds were divided 
by II~I]M and (v,~), respectively. Also [rfllM and IIV[IM were taken from this application. Note 
that in Figure 2 errors are plotted against frequency of excitation ~/(27r) and not against eigen- 
frequency. 
More details about the mentioned application are given in [7]. There, a posteriori bounds are 
applied to the same problem. They show that a good level of accuracy can be achieved in an 
even larger frequency band than in Figure 2. 
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